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The project's aims were to explore
young people's views of probable and
preferred futures for Australia in 2010;
and the key issues shaping these
futures, particularly the role of science
and technology. This paper focuses on
the broader "futures" findings and
what they mean.

Overview of results

new diseases and ethnic and regional
conflict mean the world is heading for
a bad time of crisis and trouble." Four
in ten (41 %) chose: "By continuing on
its current path of economic and tech~
nological development, humanity will
overcome the obstacles it faces and
enter a new age of peace and prosperity."
About a third (35%) believed
Australia's quality of life would be
better in 2010 than it was now, with
34% saying it would be worse and
29% that it would be about the same.
Their views on a range of nine specific
aspects of Australia's future, ranked
according to the degree of pessimism
expressed, are shown in Table 1.
Three-quarters (74%) did not think
Australia would be involved in a major
war that directly threatened Australia
between now and 2010 (18% believed
it would).
Generally speaking, pessimism
increases with age, with those in their
20s more negative than those in their
teens: Only 38% of those aged 22 to 24
opted for global "peace and prosperity", compared to 47% of those 15
to 17; and only 27% of the older group

ployment situation would improve
dropped by almost half, from 43% of
15- to 17-year-olds. to 22% of 22- to
24-year-olds.
Students tended to be the most
positive and the unemployed the least
positive about the future of both
Australia and the world, although this
could also reflect an age effect. (White
collar workers were about as negative
as the unemployed about Australia's
future.) These results suggest young
people become less optimistic as they
become better informed. and leave the
security of school and home to venture
out into the wider world of adulthood
and independence.
Males were more optimistic than
females about Australia's future, with
40% opting for a better quality of life
in 2010, compared with 29% of
females, while 29% of males and 39%
of females thought the quality of life
would be worse. More females than
males felt things would get worse in all
but one of the nine specific issues.
Males were also slightly more optimistic about the world in the 21st
century, with 43% choosing "peace
and prosperity" and 53% "a bad time

The future most young Australians
want is neither the future they expect,
nor the future they are promised. Most
do not expect life in Australia to be
better in 2010. They see a society
driven by greed; they want one motivated by generosity. Their dreams for
Australia are of a society that places
less emphasis on the individual, material wealth and competition, and more
on community and family. the environment and cooperation.
The workshops suggest most young
people see the future mainly in terms
of a continuation or worsening of
today's global and national problems
and difficulties, although they also
expect some improvements. Major
concerns included: pollution and environmental destruction, including the
impact of growing populations;
the gulf between rich and poor;
high unemployment, including
r:-::-' -.-,~-,---".-~-, -, ,",
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optimism is more common
among young people than the
workshops suggested, although
of crisis and trouble", compared with,
thought Australia's quality of life
the belief that life would improve,
globally and nationally, remained a
would improve, compared to 39% of respectively, 40% and 58% of females.
Asked to nominate which of two
minority position.
the younger group. Older youth were
Asked to choose which of two more pessimistic on all but one of the positive scenarios for Australia for
2010 came closer to the type of society
statements more closely reflected their nine specific issues (the exception
they both expected and preferred,
view of the world in the 21st century, being the environment). Some of the
almost two-thirds (63%) said they
shifts were pronounced: for example,
more than half (55%) chose: "More
the proportion believing the unemexpected "a fast'paced, internationally
people, environmental destruction,
~
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competitive society, with the emphasis
on the individual, wealth generation
and enjoying the 'good life"'. However,
eight in ten (81%) said they would
prefer "a 'greener', more stable society,
where the emphasis is on cooperation,
community and family, more equal
distributio,n of wealth, and greater
economic self-sufficiency" (these are
not the complete scenarios read to the
poll respondents). About a third (35%)
expected the latter, and 16% preferred
the former.
Not surprisingly, science and technology are a common feature of future
scenarios. It is commonly believed that
young people are comfortable with
new technologies and adapted to the
fast pace of technological change.
However, the study found that while
they acknowledged the potential of
science and technology as a powerful
tool in achieving a preferred future,
young people did not believe in technical fixes to our problems, and were
very concerned about the future
impacts of scientific and technological
advances (with females being more
negative than males).
The study shows that young
people's views on science and technology are embedded in a broader
social context, which changes markedly between their expected and
preferred futures - that is, what they
expect and want implies different
scientific and technological priorities
and needs. For example, they expect to
see new technologies used further to
entrench and concentrate wealth and
power; they want to see science and
technology used to create closer-knit
communities of people living a
sustainable lifestyle.
Thus they saw the potential for
advances in information and commu·
nications technologies to facilitate the
creation of overlapping communities virtual and reaL global and local. And
they saw the possibility o~ a sustain·
able way of life through greater use of
alternative energy technologies and
renewable resources.
The responses to poll questions
about science and technology show
that:
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• just over a third (38%) believed
science and technology have had
more benefits than disadvantages,
with 51 % believing they have had
equal benefits and disadvantages
and 9% more disadvantages than
benefits;
• they believed science and technology offered the best hope for
meeting the challenges ahead
(69%), but also that they were
alienating and isolating people
from each other and nature (53%);
• a majority (58%) believed that
computers and robots were taking
over jobs and increasing unem·
ployment, while a third (35%)
believed that they would eventually take over the world:
• they were more likely to think that
governments would use new technologies to watch and control
people (78%) than they were that
new technologies would strengthen
democracy and empower people
(43%); and
• they expected science to conquer
new diseases (87%), but not that it
would find ways to feed the
growing world population (39%),
or solve environmental problems
without the need to change
lifestyles (45%).

What the findings mean
What young people's perspectives on
the future mean and what effect this
outlook has on them personally and on
society remain conjectural. The project
did not explore young people's views
about their personal futures. Other
surveys suggest most are optimistic
about what the future holds for them
personally, although some recent
research suggests this personal optimism also declines as adolescents
grow into adulthood.
The WA Child Health survey
(Zubrick et aL 1995, p.39) found that
while most adolescents were happy
with their lives, felt confident things
would improve in the future, and
believed their life had purpose and
meaning. there was a ten-percentagepoint decline in positive responses
between ages 12 to 14 and 15 to 16. If
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the trend continues, a positive outlook
would be a minority position by the
time young people reach their 20s.
Recent qualitative research on young
people's personal concerns and aspirations for the future supports this
possibility (Australian Commission for
the Future 1996). It found that, "at 15
youth are optimistic and positive. By
25 many have become somewhat disillusioned and rudderless".
The expectations of the future
revealed by the ASTEC study and
other research may not necessarily
reflect what young people actually
believe the future will be like. They
might also reflect:
• what researchers are looking for
(especially in the case of earlier
studies focusing on fear of nuclear
war);
• the group dynamics of the research
processes which bias discussion
towards strongly held and usually
negative views;
• young people's flair for the
dramatic;
• superficial and stereotyped images
of the future picked up from films
and television;
• stories about alternative futures,
including those young people want
to avoid;
• apocalyptic myths about "the end
of the world", which have always
been part of human mythology,
including most major religions
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(this again relates especially to
fears about global catastrophe such
as a nuclear holocaust); and
• ways of expressing anxieties and
concerns about the present (by
projecting them into a fictional
future they can be described in
more concrete terms).
Also, some will want to dismiss
young people's views as naive and illinformed, their preferences as mere
"motherhood" statements that no-one
could disagree with. All of these
factors may well come into play in
young people's vision of the future
(although the "motherhoods" are, in
part, a product of distilling the findings into a few, broad statements.
which do not do justice to the richness
of the workshop discussions).
However, to disregard the study
findings on these grounds would, I
believe, be a mistake. The concerns of
young people are understandable and
usually valid; some issues are part of
their personal experience and all are
being discussed and debated by
experts and commentators. There is no
compelling reason why they should
not have these dreams and expectations about the world they will
inherit. Indeed, theirs might well be aclearer, fresher view of the future
which we would be foolish to ignore.
Another issue is the apparently
different degrees of pessimism/optimism revealed bv the workshops (and
other qualitative -surveys) and the poll.
Opinions differed among the partners
on the interpretation of the poll
results. Some argued that "get better"
and "remain the same" responses on
Australia's future, taken together, indicate a fairly positive outlook among
young Australians.
On the other hand, I believe we can
draw little comfort from the "same"
responses for the following reasons: a
belief in progress, in improvement, is
central to our culture; a dominant
feature of political debate over the
past decade has been that Australia
has to go through a difficult period of
adjustment that will lead to a better
future - "the pain before the gain";
surveys indicate considerable unease

These scenarios, arising from the Youth Partnership
StUdy workshops, were written by a group of postgraduate science communication students. They
reflect, in an imaginative, fictional form, many of the
concerns and hopes expressed by young people.

. Scenario of the expected future
Better Days?

' .

I slowly drifted from the green landscaped dreams of my past, out of the anaesthetic. and reality hit me once again.
'
The Teflon-coated titanium stomach replacement operation was a success,
considering the not-quite perfected technology: At lasi I could digest the
synthetic food. Real food disappeared after the inappropriate agricultural practices 6fthe '90s:It's been over a decade since I had that last apple.
As I left ·the' hospital, I put on my UV-Outerz (cheaper than having skin
cancers removed) and boarded the cramped bus for the ride home. The yuppies
in thei~ pretenti9us Petrol cars don't have to put up with computer-driven electric transport. The fare was registered to my account after the DNA analyser
sampled my breath..·
.
.
..
_.'
- Peering ouCthe window through the hazy atmosphere, the filthy; concrete
. monstrosities of the 'urban hmdscape filled me with' sarlnes? Even the stumps _
of trees had been scavenged for the black market. Wood is tbe most valuable
cQIDIDodity now, used"for open fires'by the top"executives at exclusive parties.
Wood to burn - tbe irony! .
.
We drove·around the walled outskirts of the part of town inhabited by the
iilfonnation-rich. None of those smug Gen-enhanced (genetically engineered
people) ever bave to put up with the conditions we suffer;
I
. The slums,. overpopulated streets of lonely. and anonymous people,_
I . appeared on the left. Bored by their stagnant lives".they.find solace in ~e
heroin patches on their necks - escaping as I had earher WIth the anaesthetic.
The government overlooks the problem, putting profit before people:
The turning. point was probably the Tunor Gap oil war of '96, the catalyst
for the Indonesian invasion of Australia. With.,finances being sucked up by the
military technology, there was nothing left for alternate energy resources,
greenhouse control or sustainable development. We may have won the war, but
we lost the environment.
I was abruptly woken from my daydream to be ejected from the bus at my
programm:ed destination. Seeking refuge from t~e i~cessant :ain, I dodged. the
puddles below the acid-rain holes in the detenoratmg awnmg. I walked mto
my building, caugbt the lift to the 182nd floor and entered my b.ox of a room.
Greeted by my row of computers, I quickly logged the .expenence of my
operation on the Intemet~ My local community was waiting to hear ~e results
- we're very close in this part of town..'
.
.
, . I flicked my teiminal-over to the news and 'Yent to trY out my new stomach.
- As I prepared the meal, I could faintly bear the daY'sheadlin: " ...Th: President
aiulounced today ~at Aus~alia ~ou~d ?ot follo~. France s lead In banmng
. . -.
,- . , .
,
. nuclear testing ... " .
An advertisement flash'interrupting the news' caught my attention. 'The·
lotte'cY for the'· new intake <?f Leavers to Mars is' about to be drawn... ' T0Ill:0.ITOW -.
, . couldbe·a.goodday.
.
.
'.

."t

_
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.:Scenario. of the preferred .f-u-tu~·'-re~ --'~
A Day in the'life...

.

.'

..

.' .'

.

j

Today'wefound'oufillabout,the neW ozone.blanket. My teacher says lhatin1998

I
S~?!~{B?e_~.~ t ,th~~~~d.W~cJ;~~,llr~?;NJ;~ . ~e~~~%~t!~·t_finally ffuishe~!JnY~~9#~ A
lnternekproJect,ll;can' no~:attend' virtilalrclasses with Selah arid'. Bill' ih1Rwanda
oe~~tf~~!'Jo~(~~;i:~e~liel~iii~i§~~JtF~'jol¥ ge~erator}~Z'tli€.co~u~ mlY,"n.'cli~;gli; .";'id'c"'le you check the. C0rripIll,aiIfrom schooltonigllt:::'tIiey want· •
~~~ne",~~_~:tl.J:~ir??.&"pe~~11~ars.:,~~ ,~~re~gaS ~ks aIr the~~e:~c9Z:of ~iige

to kGow if we eanlielpwith the indigenousfirts festival next Sunclay::'t~ti "'c. I'
)s!!,~ed'aS Cbi entJlusiastically' rec.o;:;ni~a'herinoniing aicoIDriiulliij schooL',
Each"dayslie einerged'w{t!i,a: feaSl"6friewi'ound kGowledge to shiJe:.Edueatlon I

t??aY,'~~w5_Ilobo~?~,~;:.~·:::::t_,.:; .:'::'_,'' ; '~':-:<l~:}j'

. ~~}~':':~?:~-"_~<'_> .. J

;'- .-- -

j

,:'How;mange it fuels to'have'our children~recall with such beWilderrllentthe
bliI;!i'~~~i:l~_of~;,g~§i."iti;;nsbefore.Diiil,l;i,!6d~Y·s.young peoplecan~'nIy muse .,
?Y."~ ~~gI?b~.~s.~Bny,,~e,f9,ret!je. Gr,.e~t f~cofYear 2004, whentliinpscuhni- - i
n,~t~~.~,,~:: ~ ,cn~n~,' ?O~t,;'r,~lo~~B:~~~' ;wa.s~-lm~I}~~t:_ pov~rty was ,eine~g ~ the
c~3r.th~.maJonlY.:m~ food, fuel ande,y_e'1'pean all were be.comll1gIuxury I

I

re.sources:Say"goodbye::'lo'rnsto ...:. -_'f:~'Y:-:~<~
i-'~"'-""".'

.

-

" " , -',I;"

,;ry . _.~.-:,,,,,~-:t;:..,.,,,~-,,:::., ~

.~.

, ....

>:--,"'~';. _ .--,
,',

I

,,",',:,","

.'" C;;h!,andI weJ;<! makillg oUr_way home'fr0m;;Jieweekly gathermg of oUI local '1
c~~#~::Ufti(.-w~e.r~.;.\V~ ..;meet to~ discu~ss~.~:p~~gress of·the region;s.. crop's, and--~
rep,\rf!J\1:emerging'C:9IDmupily n""ds. Tliiliggl~going well. We have secured the I

lo~,1'~~e~erit's s~'~P~?t!}o~-~e ~~~n!s:!~!i~~~li~mp~fibre processi;;g.plant ~d I

the newWUldpower Instalment IS a,wIld

success~'.·,·

- .

"ful_electric bus-iolled:sileritly past us., ::;~:;',;'.
'.
'
The beaming sun.shared its warmth withthegreen,fruit·laden laOds;"'pe ofour ::
stre~t. The solar panels lining the curbs glistened-and sparkled in appreciation of '
it's energy. After years of.tmpredietable weather and hazy skies it was comforting'
to-.f~l assured that our world was slowly recovering from the enviIonmental . ,
torture of the past
.
. -;- '
'
\
: Every fertHe space was blooining with food for the region's consumption: We
happily munched on the apples that we had picked from the street· orchards. ill
anticip'ation of supper; I. collected _some beans, ripe and ready to eat,' from a corner plotkolle.ctive "Yo" were preparing theslreet's meal today.
latest genetic strains
of}:>ig!\putrient, organic produce were a1way~.themost poptilar menu choi~e. -,
. ,:Ltoo felt enthused by the day's activiti~-:Athome. I liiid spent a productive
mofIlj:iglogged onto Compuwork. Jules.ID.)(jgbshare partner, was thrilled at our'
pro~ss.,My body was'feeling rejuvenated,.The,'cancer which once plagued me '1
spa~"dby.the carcinogerisiampantdUririglTi):--:cbiidhood:had futaJly been'erad; -.1
icare~~O~ the new treatmen,t. ",,:::',~; , " ':',~~', . ~,cJ.~t::~;
:'. ., :.' -..'=-., .~',-:-::" ~

The

.l!~L~~~~. ,tlii~~n:?~~ ~f_§~~0I?j~y~~t}~~~~hiime~~~d

in' the

la~~~st'.~te~c- ,\

ti!,;\~..~~e ~nten~e~~~ ~ffef.in8::- cyberp~19¥:~utpoured her daY's excitement
to=-ther.two·guaI'dians::1Oo1aandSadani~;witli'tindiminished pleasure;;- "

.~A~;~sa~~(r~~~,~~ttt¥.~i~i~,~~~~t~~K#he~_~,~n·~t:!J~::~qu~~tt~~:~s-. :.

1~~)2~.p!i¥e.p<~.~~W~~~~.;su~~e~~:e!}lie,l%!.iq~~.:E~t~~:1;J,~_l\~sult~e~

~~~~:'~i::J~,~il~a:%~';lh': ~tIie~nti~;:~g;?~?A~,\':~:~ of~~:
-;

~~'~::/i~}''- '. ':.~:,::~,*';::~'~~:~~~" ,_-::':~~'
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about conditions in Australia today (as
also demonstrated in this v~ar's
Federal election results); and m~ny of
the specific issues canvassed rank
among the greatest current concerns of
young people. Thus believing things
will be much the same in 2010 hardly
signifies a great deal of faith in societv
~
and its ruling institutions.
We need also to bear in mind that
we are comparing a ten-minute phone
interview that came out of the blue
with, in the case of most workshops,
two days of sustained discussion and
thought.

The impact on young people
Having concerns about the future is
not the same as being fearful; young
people may feel angry as often as
worried. And expressing concerns is
not to suggest they spend a lot of time
actively thinking about these issues.
However, this does not mean the
outlook on life and expectations of the
future revealed in this and other
studies are not having an impact.
One researcher has suggested that
people's response to concerns of
global catastrophes "is not to cry out
or ring alarms. It is to go silent. go
numb" (Macy 1983). She suggests this
"numbing of the psyche" takes a
heavy toll, including an impoverishment of emotional and sensory life.
Energy expended in suppressing
despair "is diverted from more
creative uses, depleting resilience and
imagination needed for fresh visions
and strategies".
Other researchers have warned
that this expectation of the future
among young people could produce
cynicism. mistrust. anger, apathy and
an approach to life based on instant
gratification rather than long-term
goals or lasting commitment (Eckersley 1988). Many surveys of youth
attitudes and values, in fact, show
these traits are common among young
people today (Eckersley 1995, 1996).
I have also argued (Eckersley 1988.
1992 & 1995) that concerns about the
future, and the corresponding lack of a
coherent and appealing vision of
where we are heading as a society.
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could also be contributing to the
serious, and in

50mB

cases worsening,

social and psychological problems
among youth, including suicide, drug
abuse, depression, eating disorders
and crime. The failure to provide a

broader cultural framework of hope,
meaning, purpose and identity in

young people's lives could be weakening their resilience, making them

more vulnerable to these problems.

One result of the discrepancy

between

expected

and

preferred

futures appears to be a tension
between realism and idealism in the
hearts of young Australians. Their
preferred future reflects values and

priorities different from those that
they themselves appear to hold,
suggesting they are adopting attitudes
they believe are demanded by the
world they live in and the future they
expect - not those needed to achieve

The implications for Australia's
future

the world they want.
It is likely that this also holds true
for many older Australians. It suggests
the 2010 time frame of the study - one

The lack of hope for the future reflects
the mistakes of the past, the problems
of the present and the challenges of
the future. But it also suggests a failure

century and millennium and the

of vision, a failure to conceive a future

centenary of Australian Federation -

that includes a transition to a new

that is appealing and plausible and

will be marked either by a funda-

able to serve as a focus and a source of
inspiration for both individuals and
society.

mental reappraisal of conununity values
and national goals and priorities, or by
increasing levels of resentment, disenchantment and
disengagement.

r
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It might be argued that people have

always had visions of an ideal world
and these have always been beyond
the reach of reality. There are two
considerations here: first, people's

expectations that things should get
better, that humanity should progress;
and, second, whether the gap between
ideal and real is perceived to be

widening or narrowing. The findings
of this and other studies indicate the
dominant perception is that the gap is
widening.

In her book, A Distant Mirror - The
calamitous 14th century, Tuchman
(1989) says that the century has been
avoided by historians because it could
not be made to fit into a pattern of
human progress. The Black Death,
which killed a third of the population
between Iceland and India, was only
one of the century's problems. It was a
violent.
tormented,
bewildered,
suffering and disintegrating age -

" F\l1UtE OF
CD-a"dATlON, e.GlLl\'t1,

To the extent
that
young
people are opti-

",,,,,,,,,,,,"y

mistic about the

quite simply, a bad time for humanity.
Tuchman notes that a gulf had opened
up between Christian beliefs and the
conduct of the Church, and between
the ideal of chivalry and the behav-

future, the ASTEC
study shows this

"when the gap between the ideal and

J: WC"""' uKE

s""'r

&~OF

1'\1£

~VtJoAAEJt,;)r.

iour of the nobility, and comments,

optimism rests.

real becomes too wide, the system

at least in part,

breaks down".

on the expecta-

tion

that

the

The results of the Youth Partnership

addressed, Aust-

they can be viewed more positively as
opening the way for an emerging new
order, for what one leading futurist

ralia

will.

at

best, perform far
below the standard of which it
Pessimism about the future is
likely to affect young people's
approach to key aspects of society,
including citizenship. education,
training and work, so jeopardising
Australia's future success. Australians

can only meet the formidable
economic, social and environmental
challenges facing them if they have
the necessary social cohesion, will
and vision to address these issues.
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Responses

realignment will
occur.
If the issues
raised in this
study are not

is capable, in every sphere, domesti-

cally and internationally. At worst,
Australian
society
could
see
increasing evidence of social dysfunction, including extremism and unrest.

Study can be seen as an indictment of
modern western society, as evidence
of its growing failure to deliver what

people need and want. Alternatively,

has called "whole-system change"
(Harman 1995).
In determining our response to this
situation, I want to offer several
suggestions, some general and some

specific. First the general: one of the
most questionable, but largely unques-

The study suggests that many young
Australians already feel they owe
little allegiance to society. Many may

tioned, assumptions of our times is

continue to. work within the system,
but they no longer believe in it. or are
willing to serve it.

place, and the accompanying uncertainty and insecurity.
One way we can cope better, given

that people and societies can adapt to
the pace and extent of change taking
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the inevitability of rapid cbange, is by
building "zones of stability" into our
lives: spiritual beliefs and family life
are two crucial areas. Another is to
develop a clear vision of where we
want to go as a society, so that we
better manage change towards realising this vision. and do not feel we are
at the mercy of changes beyond our
control and not in our interests.
The specifics concern government,
media and education; these are not
minor changes in processes or roles.
All are being discussed at various
levels, but they need to be pushed
higher up the agenda of public debate
and political action.
Government: The processes of
government, in the broadest sense,
need to be reformed so that they are
more flexible and responsive to major
shifts in community values and priorities. Existing processes were never
designed for "whole-system change".
Reforms should aim to influence the
behaviour of voters. as well as politicians and bureaucrats. Changes to the
voting system such as proportional
representation, reducing the voting
age, citizens-initiated referendums.
and more systematic mapping of
public opinion are among the initiatives that have been proposed.
The media: Never before have
ordinary citizens had to confront and
take responsibility for so many major
issues, national and global, or been
exposed to so much information about
these issues. This situation imposes a
tremendous responsibility upon the
news media, one which they are
profoundly failing to acknowledge.
Their perspective is too limited, often
trivial and frequently negative. with
too much emphasis on conflict and
calamity.
The media need to look closely at
the sort of evidence I have cited and
its implications of their culpability.
Perhaps more than anything else. we
need the news media to take on a more
positive and constructive role if we
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are to meet the challenges of the next
century. The same applies, but in
different ways, to the entertainment
media. The mass media have become
the most powerful force in modern
culture, and as such have a major
influence on our ability to articulate
and attain a preferred future.
Education: More must be done in
schools to instil in young people a
greater sense of optimism about the
future, a conviction that the future is
theirs to shape, and the faith in themselves needed to tackle this task. This
surely should be a fundamental task of
education today. If children lack these
qualities, everything else in education
- whether it is providing basic literacy
and numeracy, instilling a love of
learning or developing vocational and
life skills - becomes devalued and
harder to achieve; we cannot provide a
convincing answer to the question,
"for what?".
What most delighted and encouraged those of us who ran the scenario
workshops' was the energy and enthusiasm of most (but by no means all) of
the young people who participated,
and the idealism and altruism that
shone through when they had the
opportunity to discuss their preferred
futures. They became more aware of
what could be changed, and of their
responsibility to play a part in making
this happen.
We rieed to tap into and nurture
this capacity. As the former Prime
Minister, Mr Keating, said in a message
to a New Leaders Forum in December
1994:

September 1996
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One of the great challenges we face
as a nation is to generate a deep
sense of optimism within our
young people. We need to do thot
because without optimism. without
a sense that we do have the wherewithal to build a better future, we
will find no reason to build that
future.
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